
Artisan Edition





artisan edition
As ISVEA, we love to add dimension and value to our collections, that’s why we offer 
you Artisan Edition.

Artisan Edition comes to life with a design approach that aims to build a bridge 
between the past and the future.

This series, in which Minimal and Retro styles are harmonized together, appeals 
to those who enjoy living with the traces of the past in the modern world. Artisan 
Edition adds the value of handcraft to Isvea collections and brings you unique, stylish, 
distinctive bathrooms that harmonize craft and technology.





Vea

mirror 

Vea

basin unit

VEA 



Vea

basin unit

Vea

mirror

VEA

VEA is an iconic design with a minimalism interpretation of retro memory… 
It creates a bridge between the past and the future.

The designer defines the VEA collection as “an inspiring original design combines soft lines inspired by the fluidity of water 
with sharp corners”. Offering an alternative to the iconic colors of retro, night blue, ruby red and ocean green.

Vea carries the traces of the past to today's bathrooms.
VEA basically calls to remember the past, its inspiration; An iconic design that draws from the harmony of contrasts 

such as past-future, city life-rural life.



Bathroom Furniture
VEA

60
21VES072060I
600x450x520 mm

basin unit

60
21VES048060I
600x450x520 mm

basin unit

60
21VES049060I
600x450x520 mm

basin unit

60
21VE4072060I
600x20x790 mm

mirror

60
21VE4048060I
600x20x790 mm

mirror

60
21VE4049060I
600x20x790 mm

mirror

NEW



Infinity

wall hung wc&bidet



Infinity Art

mirror

Infinity Art

basin unit

INFINITY ART



Infinity Art

mirror

Infinity Art

basin unit

INFINITY ART

Artisan Edition touch on Infinity Collection.



design by

ARCHITETTI

130
21IAS772100I

21IF6172030I
1300x500x500 mm

basin unit

black basin

130
21IAS748100I

21IF6148030I
1300x500x500 mm

basin unit

black basin

130
21IAS749100I

21IF6149030I
1300x500x500 mm

basin unit

black basin

55
29IA4007055I
550x30x700 mm

mirror

(brushed brass plated)

Bathroom Furniture
INFINITY ART NEW



Infinity

wall hung wc&bidet



PUNO ART

Puno Art

basin unit

Puno Art

mirror

design by

ARCHITETTI



PUNO ART

designed by WAU Architetti

PUNO ART

Artisan Edition touch on Puno Collection.

Puno Art

basin unit

Puno Art

mirror

PUNO ART



40
29PN4007040I
400x50x700 mm

mirror

(brushed brass plated)

60
29PNS007060I
600x400x840 mm

metal profile

white  basin

(brushed brass plated)

60
29PNS007061I
600x400x840 mm

metal profile

ivory basin

(brushed brass plated)

60
29PNS007062I
600x400x840 mm

metal profile

maroon red  basin

(brushed brass plated)

60
29PNS007063I
600x400x840 mm

metal profile

isvea blue basin

(brushed brass plated)

60
29PNS007064I
600x400x840 mm

metal profile

petrol green basin

(brushed brass plated)

design by

ARCHITETTI

Bathroom Furniture
PUNO ART NEW



scan the code and discover 
inspiring look 

of Isvea

#InspiringLook
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isveaworldwide


